NYCPM's mission is to provide students seeking careers in podiatric medicine a comprehensive medical educational program specializing in the medical and surgical management of the lower extremity. The College will prepare students for eligibility for residency, licensure and practice.

Furthermore, it is the College’s mission to promote state-of-the-art patient care and to pursue research to continuously advance the art and science of podiatric medicine.

MISSION & VISION

UNIQUE FACTS

- OUR OWN ON-SITE FOOT CLINIC AND A LARGE NUMBER OF HOSPITAL AFFILIATIONS WHICH ALLOWS FOR MORE HANDS-ON PATIENT EXPOSURE
- EXCELLENT BOARD PASS RATES AND RESIDENCY PLACEMENT
- LOCATION IN NYC WHICH ALLOWS STUDENTS TO GROW IN A FAST PACED ENVIRONMENT

ENTERING CLASS DEMOGRAPHICS

43% WHITE
10% BLACK/AFRICAN AMERICAN
43% ASIAN
3% SPANISH/HISPANIC/LATINA
1% AMERICAN INDIAN

MALE 46%
FEMALE 54%

AGE RANGE 19-62
AVERAGE AGE 25

CONTACT INFORMATION

OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS
NEW YORK COLLEGE OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE
53 E 124TH STREET NEW YORK, NY 10035
800-526-6966
enrollment@nycpm.edu

LISA K. LEE
DEAN, STUDENT SERVICES AND ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
212-410-8007
lle@nycpm.edu

NEW YORK COLLEGE OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE
Dean: Michael J. Trepal, DPM

2022 MCAT RESULTS

RANGE 458-512
AVERAGE 497
MCAT EXEMPTIONS WERE APPROVED ON A CASE BY CASE BASIS DUE TO COVID-19

2022 GPA RESULTS

SCIENCE RANGE 2.5-4.0
AVERAGE 3.2

OVERALL RANGE 2.7-4.0
AVERAGE 3.3

APPLICATION PROCESS

SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION REQUIRED: NO

RECOMMENDATION LETTERS: YES
ALL CANDIDATES MUST SUBMIT THREE LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION OR A PRE-HEALTH COMMITTEE EVALUATION.

SEND LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION BY:
LETTERS BY LIAISON: YES
INTERFOIL: YES
PAPER: YES

RECOMMENDER(S) CAN EMAIL PAPER LETTERS TO:
enrollment@nycpm.edu

OR MAIL TO:
NEW YORK COLLEGE OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE
53 E 124TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10035

Mandatory on-campus interview: NO

SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

PRE-PODIARY:
- PRE-HEALTH INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
- OPEN HOUSES/EXPLORATORY VISITS/WEBINARS
- JANUARY START PROGRAM

CURRENT STUDENT SERVICES:
- INTERACTIVE MEDICAL EDUCATION WITH COMPUTER BASED TESTING & DIGITALLY RECORDED LECTURES
- INTERNATIONAL ROTATIONS, EXCHANGE PROGRAMS AND MEDICAL MISSION TRIPS
- PEER MENTORING & TUTORING

LEARNING SPECIALIST:
- PRE-CLINICAL/CLINICAL RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

ACTIVE STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
- AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN IN PODIATRY
- INTERNATIONAL PODIATRY CLUB
- PODIATRIC MEDICAL REVIEW
- ACFAS SURGERY CLUB

TUITION

FIRST YEAR TUTION (RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT) $33,570
FEES $2,395
BOOKS/SUPPLIES/INSTRUMENTS $1,182
ESTIMATED LIVING EXPENSES $25,000

Students can plan for a rate of increase of 5% per year. Each podiatric medical college makes every effort to provide accurate, current information. Tuition and fees are subject to change without notice. For the most up-to-date information, please visit the college’s financial aid website.